
Preparing for the FASEA exam 

The FASEA exam & preparing for the 
Cram 4 Exam workshop
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Meet our team

Bronny Speed
BEd, Grad Dip Acc, FCA, 

CFP

Director  

AccountantsIQ

Financial Advice Leader

CA ANZ

Peter Burgess
MBA, BEcon

General Manager, 

Technical & Education 

SuperConcepts

Louise Biti
BEcon/BA, MTax, DipFinPlan, 

CFP, CTA, SSA

Director, Aged Care Steps

Brett Walker
LLB

Principal/Founder

SMART Compliance

Andrea Manson
BSc(Hons), GradDipAppFin

GM – Bus Devt & Mktg

AccountantsIQ

Member Knowledge Mgr –

Tax, Super & Fin Advice

CA ANZ

Nearly 200 years of combined industry experience!

Adam Steen
PhD, MCom, DipEd, BEc

Professor or Practice

Deakin University
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Our 3 step 
pathway to 

save you time 
and angst!



Session overview
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Returning to study

Tips & traps 

FASEA exam

The facts

Workshop preparation

Key focus areas

Pre-reading



Returning to study
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Getting motivated again
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✓ Requires behavioural and lifestyle changes

✓ Multi-tasking work and home commitments

✓ Additional commitments can seem 
daunting 

✓ Consider purpose of study
• Compulsory

• Ticket to employment 

We understand the FASEA exam is a major 

concern to many and we are here to help. 

Motivation is the beginning! 



Consider the following benefits that can be derived
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Opportunity to refresh and update knowledge

Opportunity to enhance/refresh study skills to 

enable undertaking further education

Personal and professional satisfaction from 

successfully completing the exam

Validation of knowledge and understanding of 

professional practice

Enhancing value as a professional – not everyone 

will pass, particularly those who are not prepared

From ‘Returning to 

study and preparing 

for the national exam’ 

by Dr Adam Steen,  

Professor of Practice –

Deakin University 



Reward yourself

Consider how to prepare for getting back to study
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From ‘Returning to study and preparing for the national exam’ by Dr Adam Steen, Professor of Practice – Deakin University 

Organise

your time
Get started

Adopt a sensible 

work pattern
Your learning 

environment

Exercise, eat, rest Make notes



FASEA exam – the facts
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Key dates – December exam

Registration: 

December exam registrations close at 5pm on 8 November 2019 

AEST. Late registrations will not be accepted under any 

circumstances.

Sitting: 

5 December – 9 December 2019 
Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne, Brisbane, Townsville, Adelaide, Perth, Darwin, 

Hobart, Rockhampton, Mackay, Sunshine Coast, Toowoomba, Gosford, Orange, 

Wagga Wagga, Albury/Wodonga, Bendigo, Geelong

Resources:

Register with ACER to sit the exam

FASEA information on registering for & sitting the exam
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https://faexamreg.acer.org/#/
https://www.fasea.gov.au/register-sitting-the-examination/


What do you need to know about the exam? 
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Enrolment/withdrawal process:

With ACER not FASEA

Duration:

3.5 hours including 15 minutes reading and no typing during reading time is 

allowed

Equipment:

Pen and registration material only – exam to be conducted on-line at exam 

centres with laptop provided

Marking:

Exam will be marked to a credit level (65%) and you will be awarded a ‘pass’ or 

‘fail’ on this basis.  Those that fail will receive feedback on areas of weakness.
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What will 
the exam 

cover?

33 learning outcomes across 3 domains of knowledge and 

skills covered by Cram 4 Exam’s team of experts

• Corporations Act (2001) – primarily chapter 7 

• Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Act

• Privacy Act

• Tax Agents Services Act 2009

Financial Advice 
Regulatory and Legal 

Obligations

• FASEA’s Code of Ethics

• Ethical frameworks in practical client advice 
scenarios and dilemmas

Applied ethical and 
professional reasoning 

and communication

• Suitability of advice for different consumer groups

• Behavioural finance concepts

Financial advice 
construction 



FASEA exam format
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Multiple choice –

select one answer only

Complex multiple choice –

select an answer in each row
Short answer –

type answer in



During the exam – multiple choice questions
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Read the entire question

Try to answer before you read options

Eliminate most obviously wrong

Use the process of elimination to select the best answer

Read every answer option

Usually best to answer in order

Make an educated guess

Pay attention to these words... not, sometimes, always, and never. Avoid ‘never’, ‘always’ or categorical 

answers – must be irrefutable

It's usually best to stick with your first choice--but not always.

When there are seemingly two correct answers with an "All of the above" option, then it's probably the 

correct choice.

When two answers are correct in a multiple choice question with an "All of the above" option, then it's 

probably the correct choice.
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Video 
resources 
for the exam

Resources:

FASEA has prepared a useful exam candidate video

FPA’s Ben Marshan (Head of Policy & Standards) 

discusses the exam in a recent video

https://vimeo.com/341953102
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hRHeW3l7pw


FASEA’s Reading List
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Download here - refer pages 6 - 10

Extensive list of statutory materials, research articles and 

books – categorised as suggested or extension reading

You are not expected to memorise the content or even note 

the content, as no resources are allowed into the exam.

However, you MUST be able to navigate your way around 

the content, know where relevant information is, and be 

able to apply it.

FASEA provide links and a search function in the actual exam 

which our workshop will help you with.

https://www.fasea.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/FG003-Exam-Preparation-Guidance-October-v1.0-FINAL.pdf


FASEA’s Practice Exam Questions
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Download here

2 practice exam questions have been released. Make sure 

you’re familiar with the facts of them as we’ll be covering parts 

in the workshop.

New practice questions will also be covered.

You’re invited to send us any case studies you’d like discussed.

https://www.fasea.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/FG004-Practice-Questions-Guidance-v2.0-FINAL-1.pdf


Cram 4 Exam workshop
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Getting ready for 
the workshop

• Make sure you’ve downloaded all reading material 

and have it in an organised manner – bring a laptop 

or tablet if that would help, but it’s not essential

• Get a feel for areas in which you have strengths –

and weaknesses

• Pre-read FASEA’s practice exam questions

• Watch the suggested videos on how the exam will 

be run

• If you need to print some resources for your own 

learning, do so
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How the workshop will 
be run 
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• Day long face-to-face workshop

• We will cover (at a high level) all reading 
materials and learning outcomes

• We will select areas we believe you ‘must’ know 
from the reading material

• Key sections of the reading materials will be 
electronically highlighted – replicating the exam

• Multiple choice, true/false and short answer 
questions will be asked in a case study format –
replicating the exam

• You’ll be given a workbook to note the material 
you know well, and that which needs further 
attention



Financial Advice Regulatory and Legal Obligations
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Knowledge area Key focus areas Pre-reading

Corporations Act Chapter 7 • Licensing

• Disclosure requirements

• Best interest obligations

Corps Act, S911A, Part 7.7 (Divisions 1,2,3 & 4), S961B, S961G, 

S961H, S961J 

Anti-money laundering (AML) • AML/CTF customer identification and reporting 

obligations

https://www.austrac.gov.au/business/how-comply-and-report-

guidance-and-resources/customer-identification-and-

verification/customer-identification-and-due-diligence-overview

https://www.austrac.gov.au/business/how-comply-and-report-

guidance-and-resources/record-keeping

Privacy • Collection, use and storage of personal 

information  

Privacy Act 1988, Schedule 1 (Australian Privacy Principles 1, 2, 

3, 6 and 11).

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/pa1988108/

Tax Agent Services Act (TASA) • Registration & code of professional conduct 

• Contrast & compare code of professional 

conduct with the Corporations Act

https://www.tpb.gov.au/code-comparison-corporations-act-2001

https://www.austrac.gov.au/business/how-comply-and-report-guidance-and-resources/customer-identification-and-verification/customer-identification-and-due-diligence-overview
https://www.austrac.gov.au/business/how-comply-and-report-guidance-and-resources/record-keeping
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/pa1988108/
https://www.tpb.gov.au/code-comparison-corporations-act-2001


Applied Ethical and Professional Reasoning and 
Communication
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Knowledge area Key focus areas Pre-reading

FASEA’s CoE standard • 5 values

• 12 standards

Legislative instrument and explanatory 

statement

CPD, PY and PRP Standards • Basic details of each will be covered in the 

workshop

Download them and glance through

Extract - Dr Simon Longstaff Glance through

ASIC’s CoE compliance 

scheme

• Your requirements under this new scheme RG 269 – glance through

https://www.fasea.gov.au/code-of-ethics/
https://www.fasea.gov.au/
https://www.fasea.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Everyday-Ethics_Soft-Copy_Ch.1.pdf
https://asic.gov.au/regulatory-resources/find-a-document/regulatory-guides/rg-269-approval-and-oversight-of-compliance-schemes-for-financial-advisers/


Financial Advice Construction 
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Knowledge area Key focus areas Pre-reading

Evaluating advice • Deciding when advice is given

• Evaluating decision-making and consumer 

behaviours

• Analysing client scenarios to determine 

appropriate advice scenarios

• Workshopping of case studies

Regulatory Guide 175

Regulatory Guide 244

Licensing • What is product advice

• FSGs and SoAs

• Best Interest Duty

• Appendices

Regulatory Guide 175

SoAs • What’s required 05-258

Regulatory Guide 90

https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4698465/rg175-published-10-april-2018.pdf
https://download.asic.gov.au/media/3336151/rg244-published-25-august-2015.pdf
https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4698465/rg175-published-10-april-2018.pdf
https://asic.gov.au/about-asic/news-centre/find-a-media-release/2005-releases/05-258-asic-example-statement-of-advice-less-is-more/
https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4567144/rg90-published-7-december-2017.pdf


Next steps
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Keep an eye out!

You will receive an e-mail from us 
with the details for your workshop:

• Date

• Time

• Venue

• Map & logistics

You will be able to advise us of any 

special needs/dietary requirements 

at that time
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Contacts

Bronny Speed | B Ed, Grad Dip Acc, FCA, CFP

bronny@accountantsiq.com.au

0417 062 616

Andrea Manson | BSc(Hons), GradDipAppFin

andrea@accountantsiq.com.au

0413 485 007

mailto:bronny@accountantsiq.com.au
mailto:andrea@accountantsiq.com.au


Disclaimer 
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This presentation is for educational purposes only and has 

been prepared by AccountantsIQ Pty Ltd (AccountantsIQ) 

/Cram 4 Exam (C4E). The information contained represents 

the opinions of AccountantsIQ and C4E and AccountantsIQ 

and C4E do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or 

completeness of the information presented. It is intended 

solely for the use of the individuals or entity to whom it was 

presented and may contain confidential and privileged 

material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other 

use of, taking any action or reliance on this presentation by 

any persons or entities is prohibited.


